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Abstract. In the constantly growing blogosphere with no restrictions on form or
topic, a number of writing styles and genres have emerged. Recognition and classifi-
cation of these styles has become significant for information processing with an aim
to improve blog search or sentiment mining. One of the main issues in this field is de-
tection of informative and affective articles. However, such differentiation does not
suffice today. In this paper we extend the differentiation and suggest a fine-grained
set of subcategories for affective articles. We propose and evaluate a classification
method employing novel lexical, morphological, lightweight syntactic and structural
features of written text. The results show that our method outperforms the existing
approaches.
Keywords: Blog, information processing, writing style, web genre, classification,
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1 INTRODUCTION
In line with adoption of read/write web vision [20] to praxis, new channels of commu-
nication and information interchange have emerged on the Web. They have shifted
the notion of web users from passive visitors into active content creators, who pro-
duce information on their own instead of consuming it. Information interchange is
facilitated through new social media such as blogs, microblogs or general-purpose
social networks.
In the current Web, after two decades of evolution, blogs represent a genre that
stands between static information pages and live forums [18, 11]. They have become
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a tool for ordinary users to share information, ideas or even emotions, creating a het-
erogeneous mass of user-generated content filled with unique information related to
individual as well as society-wide issues. Since the blog articles are typically weakly
structured, the extraction of valuable information is becoming increasingly difficult
to handle.
Even though there are no restrictions or limits to content or form in blogs, users
seem to create writing styles and genres spontaneously reflecting their intention and
current emotional state. Information processing in such content should consider
writing style specifics. There is more than 2.5 million of blog posts written every
day [38]. A certain degree of guidance should be given to web users to overcome
“the fuzziness of the blogosphere” [11]. Modern search and recommendation services
should be aware of genres and consider them as additional criteria when compared
with filtering conventional web content [3]. For example, by using genre informa-
tion, it would be possible to filter articles with low information value (e.g., personal
diaries, in contrast with technical blogs), enabling search engines to focus on rele-
vant sources only, or, alternatively, to recognize sentiment about a specified object.
Bringing order into the blog genres and writing styles would help readers to find
their preferred blog and it would help writers to establish a community of readers.
Two most common writing styles recognized in blogs are informative and affec-
tive [23]. Informative blogs are focused on delivering information with only a small
or no amount of personal influence. They usually include tutorials, news reports,
recipes, etc. On the other hand, affective blogs aim at expressing personal opin-
ions or emotions over a particular subject. Examples include comments, diaries or
stories.
Having the ability to filter affective articles would be helpful in situations, when
readers are searching for actual news stories and are not interested in out-of-date
personal commentaries. On the other hand, readers often look for stories experienced
by bloggers on specific location (e.g. stories about vacation in Slovakia). Here, it
would be helpful to extract affective articles and to decide afterwards whether it is
a story or something else. Another scenario represents a situation when a reader
is looking for some kind of technical tutorial or an advice (e.g. a function usage in
Microsoft Excel or replacing a pollen filter in Ford Fusion). The full-text search
would return a lot of articles, wherein the author tells only a story of an attempt to
complete the task (in many cases an unsuccessful one). In order to filter out this kind
of articles, we would need to differentiate between informative and narrative, or even
emotional writing styles. To achieve these goals, we need to employ an approach
that would classify blogs and articles into a proper space of well-defined genres and
writing styles.
In our work we follow informative and affective styles classification and we sug-
gest a set of subcategories for affective articles that make a dominant category of
affective blog style fine-grained (Section 3). By identifying and combining two di-
chotomies of further differentiation (writers’ intention and sentiment), we obtain
new blog categories: reaction to an event, rational reflection, reaction to a personal
experience and rational story. We propose novel features for blog classification ac-
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cording to this differentiation (Section 4). Our contribution is that we consider not
only word usage, lexical and morphological attributes (typical for state-of-the-art
approaches), but also more complex features such as sentence syntax or text struc-
ture. The conducted experiments confirm that utilization of such features leads to
reasonable results (Section 5). The experiments were performed on blogs in not well
researched Slovak language consisting of real world posts from the most popular
Slovak blogging platform with baseline annotations provided by multiple real web
users. The obtained experimental results are very promising and they outperform
closely related baseline method in informative and affective blogs classification.
Overall, our contributions to the state of the art can be summarized as follows:
• extended classification space aimed at further differentiation of predominant
affective blog articles,
• novel linguistic features for classification, not included in blog classification be-
fore,
• evaluation of our approach utilizing real world blogs compared with annotations
provided by multiple real users, and
• evaluation on the Slovak language that has not been excessively involved in
similar research before; with obtained observations applicable to a bigger part
of the generic language family.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Blogs in the Context of Web Genres
From the beginnings of the Web, researchers have been concerned with the genres
that emerged especially from the user generated content. Blog became a subject of
web content classification as it became one of the seven identified main genres of
the Web [28, 22].
Multiple works deal with automatic genre identification for web pages in line
with Santini’s classification [28]. Mehler et al. contributed with a collection of
approaches and methods of automated web genres recognition and computational
model creation, building a solid foundation for genre and writing style research on
the Web [22]. Even more recently, the task of web genre classification still attracts
attention of researchers who continue to pursue improvement in automatic web page
classification [26, 36].
Alongside studies on web genres, blog itself became a subject of research and
further analysis. Various works study blog as a novel genre emerged along the
expansion of the Web, analyse it from social, psychological, cultural and linguistic
perspectives and provide own taxonomy of subgenres [4, 11]. Blood identifies three
types of blogs based on writer’s intention or the functionality of the text [4]:
• filter – contains mostly links for other potentially interesting pages with addi-
tional user notes. The function of this type is to inform,
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• personal diary – the content is focused on the author’s personal topics, thoughts
and feelings. The function of this type is to present opinion or emotion,
• notebook – a combination of both previous types.
Blood in her study also mentions the dominance of personal diaries over others
in terms of quantity. On the other hand, the results of several empirical studies point
to the dominance of filters in the matter of popularity. Krishnamurthy arguments
that the most visited and most commented blogs are those with the most objective
information [17]. He proposes a space of four classes defined by a combination of
two dichotomies: personal vs. topical and individual vs. community.
Hoffman studies blog evolution and recognizes four blog genres according to the
purpose of blog: diary blog, friendship blog, career blog and commercial blog, and
identifies subsequent blog sub-genres (such as private journals, travel blogs, fiction
blogs; topic blogs, techblogs, political blogs, artblogs; journalistic blogs, edublogs,
medblogs; and corporate blogs, company blogs; respectively) [11].
Ni et al. differentiate between affective and informative blogs [23]. The first type
covers articles about the webloggers’ personal feelings, thoughts or emotions. The
second type is about technologies and various kinds of informative news.
2.2 Blog Style Classification
Although the research in the domain of blogs has been very active, when considering
blog classification in recent years, it focuses rather on blog topic classification [32, 19,
13, 35, 2, 6, 31, 37]. Only few works deal with blog genres classification [8, 23, 27].
Elgersma and Rijke follow up the vertical dimension of blog classification and
automatically differentiate between personal and non-personal blogs [8]. While con-
sidering a set of features (term frequency, usage of pronoun, inner and outer links
and hosting domain name), they built five machine learning classifiers. For their
evaluation they used a hand labeled set of 152 blogs (76 personal and 76 non-
personal) randomly sampled from a blog collection. Using a decision table classifier,
they achieved 90.13 % accuracy. However, this result was obtained mostly due to
features, which are applicable only to specific datasets. For example, domain name
cannot be used as a feature in datasets, where all articles are from the same domain.
Similar approach is presented by Ni et al. [23]. Their goal was to create a clas-
sifier for distinguishing between informative and affective blogs. Informative blogs
include news articles, technical descriptions, general knowledge and objective com-
mentary on world events. On the other hand, affective blogs are mainly represented
by personal diaries. The approach of Ni et al. is based on term frequency using tf-idf
score and a machine learning classifier. For evaluation they gathered a set of more
than 7 000 labeled Chinese blogs and they managed to achieve 92 % accuracy. Ap-
plying the classifier to nearly 100 000 blogs confirmed the dominance of the affective
blogs.
Some researchers aim to classify blogs to hybrid or mixed topic-genre categories,
where some classes have notion of writing style, or consider blog as separate category
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among other genres. For example, Qu et al. categorized blogs four groups: personal
diary, politics, news and sports [27]. By employing simple unigram-based feature
with Naive Bayes classifier, they obtained reasonably good classification accuracy of
84 %. The experiment however employed together only 120 blogs.
Although the blog genre classification yields reasonable results for high-level
genre differentiation, there is absence of further lower-level genre analysis. Prior re-
search has shown that approximately 85 % of blogs are affective [23]. Such amount
of blogs should be further categorized reflecting emotions with various distributions
at a different level of granularity. However, many of affective blogs do not neces-
sarily have a distinct emotion (positive or negative), but still differ in writing style.
It is important to seek for an alternative distribution of blog styles in order to find
additional general yet natural categories not based on emotions only. It is also im-
portant to extend classification space while preserving or even further improving
classification accuracy. In comparison with blog topic classification, not much re-
search work has been devoted to blog genre classification in recent years; despite
that the problem of information overload becomes even more important and need
of fine-grained filtering of blog will be increasingly important with growing numbers
of blog posts every day [38]. In this work, we aim to fill this gap by extending blog
genres classification space.
2.3 Perspectives of Blog Classification
A potential basis for accuracy improvement lies in the used feature selection of the
classification methods. Recent advances are reported in both general purpose text
classification [1, 41, 12, 30, 15] and sentiment analysis [24, 39, 33] that we consider
to be related with the genre identification. However, to the best of our knowledge,
a comprehensive analysis of blog content has not been performed extensively be-
fore. The same applies to text classification by style, wherein the lack of research
in contrast with the traditional topic-based classification is also reported by other
researchers [30]. The aforementioned approaches consider only lexical or morpho-
logical features and they use large training sets or additional non-universal features
(e.g., domain name), which are often not available in or not applicable to other
domains, to achieve high accuracy. Writing style classification requires the analy-
sis of deeper linguistic features that can further contribute to the more extensive
distribution of blog styles.
Non-marginal implications for blog classification may originate in microblog re-
search. Due to the high popularity of microblogging platforms, a substantial amount
of research has been devoted to the phenomena in terms of both topic classification
(e.g., [21]) and sentiment analysis (e.g., [16]). Specificities of microblogs, both lin-
guistic and structural, however, make microblog classification a bit distant from
traditional middle-length text classification.
Another important aspect in blog classification is language of blog posts. Not
surprisingly, analysis of English blogs is prevalent. Recently, however, we witness
an increase of works related to other languages, e.g. Chinese or Romanian [31, 37].
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We follow this trend in our work as we deal with Slovak blogs classification that has
not been researched yet. Furthermore, our findings can be generalized and applied
also to other languages where inflection is present to a non-trivial extent.
To fill the gap in the blog style classification, which currently does not reflect
the increasing need for fine-grained differentiation of blog styles, we follow the dif-
ferentiation between informative and affective styles and propose new classification
for affective blogs. Compared to alternatives (wherein differentiation is based on
a dominant emotion type), the advantage is that this approach considers the fact
that many blog posts do not have a specific dominant emotion and are rather neu-
tral or rational. Attempts to identify emotion in such posts lead to inaccuracy. The
other advantage of the proposed differentiation is that it brings a second dimension,
which makes it possible to distinguish between stories and opinions. We adapt the
classification methods to further classify affective articles into new classes while uti-
lizing a comprehensive linguistic analysis of underlying blog corpora. To the best
of our knowledge, no such advanced analysis of blog content has been tackled so
far.
3 EXTENDED CLASSIFICATION SPACE
As a response to calls for providing more guidance to web users [11, 8], we follow the
differentiations present in aforementioned research streams and we further extend
classification of affective blogs, which represent the majority of blogs [23]. Our aim
is to provide fine-grained classes that characterize affective blogs to help recognize
writing style, and, as a result, to facilitate fulfilling information needs of web users.
Based on empirical analysis of a large number of blog posts, we differentiate affective
blogs from two perspectives that we identified as important.
We have observed that two forms of information presentation are prevalent.
They are related to how the author intends to present information he wants to
share on blog. The blogs can be divided into the two groups:
• reflective – the author’s intention is to express his opinion on a particular subject.
He/she usually analyses his/her experience explicitly. The blog article usually
covers a situation ongoing in the present and it has consequences in the future.
• narrative – the author’s intention is to tell a story that happened in the past.
It is rather a logical recount of the experienced event.
Note that reflective articles can have narrative sections, but they are still reflec-
tive in most sections and vice-versa.
After the empirical analysis, we found another aspect – an intensity of emotional
presentation – to be distinctive. A center of attention of the second group classes
is author’s sentiment and emotional state during writing. It is often related to the
length of interval between the time of the experience and the time of writing. We
recognize the following two groups:
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• emotional – an article is author’s immediate reaction to a particular event.
He/she needs to express his/her opinion or tell a story as fast as possible and
does not think about a word selection or a sentence structure.
• rational – the author thinks about his/her article before writing to produce
a rather rational message. The word usage and the text structure are much
more consistent over the whole article.
By combining these two groups we cover various types of blog posts. First,
we can accommodate a direct reaction to an event or a situation. Bloggers often
write a short personal comment on a non-personal (social, political, etc.) event they
have read or heard only shortly before writing the comment. For example, reactions
on the results of the elections in a parliament or a football match. Secondly, we
cover also a rational reflective article on a subject that the writer deals with over
a period of time. The article has been reviewed and rewritten usually several times
before publishing and therefore has much more balanced structure and arguments.
Thirdly, our classification space accommodates direct reaction to something personal
that happened to the writer shortly before writing (usually on the same day). For
example, the blogger writes a short log, where he/she expresses his/her current
thoughts and feelings about it. Finally, we cover also rational story from the writer’s
past (i.e., vacation, a tale from childhood). For example, the author writes about
a personal story that usually spreads over more than one day. The text is often
supported by selected pictures.
The proposed categorization is a result of a need to differentiate between re-
flective, narrative, emotional and rational blogs when processing information from
blogs, e.g., searching in the blog space, filtering relevant blogs or simply adapting
access to blogosphere to reflect particular blog-related preferences. It is important
to note that some blog posts may, however, show an equal proportion of attributes
from both class groups (especially the reflective/narrative one), which can be a dis-
advantage in classification.
The importance of the proposed differentiation is in the focus on the author,
his/her intentions and emotional state. We believe that it better reflects the distri-
bution of blogs in the growing blogosphere. The main aim of our work is classifying
blog articles in the proposed classification space.
4 BLOG FEATURES EXTRACTION
There are multiple factors that affect the writing style. They include specific vocab-
ulary and textual, lexical, syntactical and other linguistic features [14].
In our work we adopt feature analysis for Slovak language. However, our ap-
proach may be applied to a bigger group of inflected languages. The strong mor-
phological variability of inflected languages offers more possibilities in word usage.
However, it also brings a number of issues in computational processing (e.g., difficult
lemmatization, morphological tagging). The particular advantage of such languages
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is the possibility to hide subject in a sentence. Usage of subjects (especially per-
sonal pronouns) is a valuable attribute of the author’s intentions and his emotional
state. Thanks to the inflection, predicates have the ability to reflect some of the
grammatical categories of the hidden subjects, giving us the possibility to analyse
them even though they do not explicitly appear in the text.
Note that we do not employ lexicon-based approach in this paper, typically
employed for the task of sentiment analysis. Our main aim is to explore multi-level
structural properties of text, with a full potential of automatic feature extraction
(in contrast with lexicon-based approach, wherein a language-dependent dictionary
of emotive words is necessary).
Though aiming at inflected language, our approach can be also used for different
language groups wherein more comprehensive linguistic features are present (as some
features of inflected language are to a certain extent present in many non-inflected
languages).
For blog features extraction we propose a text pre-processing method based on
four levels of linguistic processing:
1. lexical analysis,
2. morphological analysis,
3. lightweight syntactic analysis,
4. structural analysis.
4.1 Lexical and Morphological Analysis
The aim of lexical and morphological analysis is to examine the usage of words
and word classes to capture author’s vocabulary. The first step of our method is
tokenization, where we identify four types of tokens: words, numbers, punctuation
and separators. Afterwards we assign lemmas and perform morphological analysis
of words (note that this step may differ with regards to a particular language used).
The result of lexico-morphological analysis is a collection of six lexical and eight
morphological features (see Table 1 and Table 2).
4.2 Syntactic Analysis
In this step we perform lightweight syntactic analysis by processing sequence of
morphologically annotated tokens from previous step to capture sentence structure
and relations between sentences, words and other tokens. The result of syntactic
analysis is a collection of eight features (see Table 3).
Predicate candidates are the verbs that we have used to identify the sentences
in the previous step. In our feature set we investigate their dominant tense, person
and number categories along with the intensity of this dominance.
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ID Name Description
Lex 1 Special characters frequency frequency of the following characters:
@, #, $, %, , &, , -, , =, +, ¿, ¡, [, ], /,
\, |
Lex 2 Word count number of alphanumeric tokens
Lex 3 Unique lemma count number of unique identified lemmas
Lex 4 Abbreviation frequency ratio of abbreviations to all words
Lex 5 Ratio of long to short words long words consist of three and more
syllables; we identify syllables by vow-
els and diphthongs
Lex 6 Misspelled words frequency ratio of misspelled words to all words
Table 1. Features obtained by lexical analysis
ID Name Description
Mor 1 Noun frequency ratio of nouns to all words
Mor 2 Adjective frequency ratio of adjectives to all words
Mor 3 Pronoun frequency ratio of pronouns to all words
Mor 4 Verb frequency ratio of verbs to all words
Mor 5 Proper noun frequency ratio of proper nouns to all words
Mor 6 Ratio of open to closed word classes ratio of words that are or are not open
to inflection. Open word classes consist
of nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numer-
als and verbs, the rest of word classes
are closed
Mor 7 Ratio of functional to content words ratio of words with meaning to words
with only grammatical function; con-
tent words include nouns, adjectives,
numerals, meaningful (i.e., non-modal)
verbs and adverbs, the rest of words are
functional
Mor 8 Frequency of sequences of functional
words
five or more consecutive functional
words with tolerance of one closed word
Table 2. Features obtained by morphological analysis
4.3 Structural Analysis
The main aim of structural analysis is to capture the variability of text distribution
and usage of hypertext elements such as links and images. The result of structural
analysis is a collection of four features (Table 4).
Besides the first simple structural feature we measure also the standard deviation
of section length. Link frequency and image rate are important features especially
for distinction between informative and affective articles.
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ID Name Description
Syn 1 Sentence count number of identified sentences
Syn 2 Average sentence length average sentence length in number of
words
Syn 3 Ratio of simple to compound sen-
tences
compound sentences consist of two and
more sentences
Syn 4 Average subsentence count subsentence is a simple sentence inside
a compound sentence
Syn 5 Ratio of verb to non-verb sentences sentences with verb to sentences with-
out verb
Syn 6 Dominant tense of predicate candi-
dates
present, future and past
Syn 7 Dominant person of predicate can-
didates
first, second and third
Syn 8 Dominant number of predicate can-
didates
singular and plural
Table 3. Features obtained by syntactic analysis
ID Name Description
Str 1 Link frequency ratio of number of links to number of
sections
Str 2 Image frequency ratio of number of images to number of
sections
Str 3 Section count number of sections
Str 4 Standard deviation of section length deviation of the number of words in sec-
tions
Table 4. Features obtained by structural analysis
5 EVALUATION
In order to evaluate our approach, we performed experiments with blog posts in
Slovak language. We selected Slovak language as it is our native language and it
also represents inflectional languages with strong morphological variability that our
method is devised for.
Our aim was to evaluate the proposed features, study performance of different
classification algorithms and compare results with state of the art. To evaluate the
features, we conducted several experiments focusing on the analysis of correlation
between features and classes and evaluating classifier accuracy.
5.1 Dataset
The dataset consists of 578 blogs in Slovak language hosted by the blogging service
blog.sme.sk, the biggest blogging service in Slovak republic. The blogging service is
not domain specific and both bloggers and readers represent a general audience.
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Figure 1. BlogSort web application screenshot. After reading a blog post, a user can decide
whether it is informative or affective (bottom-right). The other two columns (for
affective dichotomies) appear only after the user selects affective option. To cover
the case when the user is uncertain there is always a hard to say option in every
column. To filter out non-classifiable posts there is a something different option in
the first column. There was also a motivational factor featured in the application:
a score based on number of sorted blog articles by a user was visible to him/her.
The presented blog content (left) is in Slovak language.
All the blogs were labelled by several human annotators. In line with our mo-
tivation to facilitate navigation of web users in blogosphere (e.g., looking up for
blog posts that match their preferences), we employed ordinary web users as anno-
tators. Our aim was to provide independent writing style labels from the proposed
classification space and assembly a sufficiently large dataset. To meet this goal, we
created BlogSort – a web application allowing participants to read the blog post and
decide, whether it is informative or affective. In case of affective blog post they were
able to classify it into two other dichotomies. We put stress on gathering the most
accurate labels. We did not force the participants to classify the blog if they did not
want to do so or if they did not know to select the proper class. The participants
had to choose the dominant class, otherwise they could choose hard to say option,
indicating that it is not possible to decide what the dominant style is. Our aim
was to reduce random labels provided by participants at the most and minimize
the unwanted noise in the dataset. Figure 1 presents a screenshot of the BlogSort
application showing the main user interface.
Together 46 independent participants were involved in blog posts labelling. Fig-
ure 2 presents the distribution of readers’ classifications among different dichotomies.
The obtained results confirm the dominance of affective blogs. Moreover, many of
the articles from other categories are photoblogs (often from holidays) and travel
guides, which represent a combination of subjective and informative style. Distri-
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bution of affective articles into the two proposed dichotomies proved itself to be
meaningful and relatively uniform.
All the proposed styles were covered in the collected dataset. For instance, the
blog post titled “How Vrbovske vetry blew” represents narrative rational blog about
recent attendance (and experience) of the music festival called Vrbovske vetry (can
be translated as Winds of Vrbove; Vrbove – the city in Slovakia). The blog post titled
“They had gas chambers thought-out really well” about a visit of concentration camp
Auschwitz I is an example of narrative emotional blog post. An example of reflective
rational post is a post named “Poor situation in the education sector not only in our
city” discussing the reasons of low quality of Slovak educational system. Finally,
an example representing reflective emotional post is “Smokers. Ignorance? It is
time to change that!”, where the author wrathfully points to a persisting problem
of smoking in public areas.
To determine annotator agreement, we computed Fleiss’ kappa for each di-
chotomy. We employed the variant suitable for multiple ratings per subject with dif-
ferent raters. We obtained kappa equal to 0.446, 0.467, 0.266 for informative/affecti-
ve, reflective/narrative and emotional/rational dichotomies, respectively. According
to the interpretation guidelines, informative/affective and reflective/narrative di-
chotomies represent moderate agreement (fourth degree on the six degree scale
from poor to perfect agreement), while emotional/rational dichotomy represents fair
agreement (third degree). Surprisingly, more specific reflective/narrative dichotomy
yielded the highest agreement between annotators.
Such agreement suggests that style identification is not an easy task for a human.
Blog style may be often not entirely clear mainly if blog posts are longer and tend
to include more styles. The authors may choose to mix styles deliberately or it may
happen with no intention (the latter applies for reflective or emotional articles).
Sometimes the article may contain sum up or conclusion in the opposite style as the
rest of the article. Considering the emotional/rational dichotomy, examples of cases
difficult for annotation were: the article about female genital mutilation (primarily
objective article providing rational arguments against this dreadful ritual, which
also contains strong emotional parts), or the political article reflecting on the Velvet
revolution in Czechoslovakia (rather emotional reflection on the value of freedom,
supported by listing some historical facts).
The acquired set of articles represents a sufficient basis for evaluation of the pro-
posed classification method as well as the correlation between features and classes.
The dataset is publicly available for other research groups1.
Prior to classification of blog posts we undersampled the dataset to adjust the
ratio of classes. For each dichotomy, we have chosen approximately the same number
of articles from both classes, so that baseline of accuracy in our experiments will
always be approximately 50 % (the accuracy of random selection). The Table 5
captures the cardinality of sets of articles for each distribution.
1 http://fiit.stuba.sk/~simko/blogsort/dataset.html

































































Figure 2. Distribution of readers’ classifications a) informative vs. affective, b) reflective












Count per class 163 187 183 167 191 229
Total count 350 350 420
Table 5. Article distribution for each dichotomy
5.2 Feature Extraction
First, we extracted features for each blog article in the obtained dataset by using
our implemented feature extractor. It consists of the following parts:
• basic text processing module – basic character- to word-level operations (count-
ing characters, words, computing ratios, etc.).
• morphological annotator – morphological analysis and lemmatization. We utilise
morphological and lemma dictionary from the Slovak National Corpus project
[29]. For misspelled word detection, we utilize Aspell-sk tool (free Slovak spell-
checker)2.
• lightweight syntactic and structural analyser – our own implementation of ba-
sic syntactic and structural analysis focused on sentence-level analysis (sentence
types, sentence structure). Considering syntactical analysis, it identifies pred-
icates as basic syntactical units. Considering structural analysis, it performs
article-level operations (counting links, images, sections).
2 http://www.sk-spell.sk.cx/aspell-sk
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Note that all the proposed features are extracted automatically by our tool.
To evaluate the quantitative performance of our morphological annotator, which
is important for correct feature extraction, we performed an experiment involving
the created dataset (in total size of about 46 000 words). Our task was to determine
the proportion of words that could or could not be annotated by the annotator, i.e.,
words that can be assigned a morphological tag.
The result of the experiment showed that the annotator was able to recognize
75 % of words, assigning to each at least one lemma and tag. For about 12 % of
the rest it could find at least some information, but it could not find their lemma.
13 % of words were classified with wrong spelling. This however does not reveal
whether it is a typographical error or a real word, which is just not included in our
dictionary. In each article there were approximately 9 words which we knew nothing
about. Although the absence of morphological tag may disturb the identification of
sentences (especially in case of a verb), the resulting effect on the proposed features
is not significant. It may, however, affect existing approaches that are based on
counting frequencies of individual words or their lemmas.
5.3 Feature Evaluation
We studied the correlation between features and classes for all three dichotomies.
To select the best group of features we used the Correlation-based Feature Selection
(CFS) algorithm [9] that aims on selecting group of features with high correlation
to class and low correlation between each other.
For the first distribution (informative vs. affective style), a group of nine fea-
tures was identified by CFS, of which the highest score was obtained by Pronoun
frequency (Mor 3) attribute. This finding corresponds with generic approaches to
text classification, which deal with similar differentiation (e.g., Sheikha reports in-
formal pronouns to be among the most important features to differentiate between
formal and informal texts [30]).
The other features selected by CFS algorithm were Link and Image frequency
(Str 1, Str 2), Ratio of long to short words (Lex 5), Ratio of functional to content
words (Mor 7), Frequency of sequences of functional words (Mor 8), and all three at-
tributes to measure the properties of a dominant predicate candidate (Syn 6, Syn 7,
Syn 8). We can see that syntactical and structural features are important even for
basic informative/affective style differentiation that confirms our assumptions.
The distribution of values of top three attributes is depicted in the charts in Fig-
ure 3. Dark columns represent informative writing style and light columns affective
writing style.
The results lead to the following observations about selected features:
• In affective articles there are more pronouns, short words, functional words and
their sequences.
• On the contrary, there is more nouns and shortcuts in informative posts.




































































Figure 3. Distribution of attribute values (dark columns: informative style, light columns:
affective style): a) Pronoun frequency (Mor 3), b) Ratio of functional to content
words (Mor 7), and c) Ratio of long to short words (Lex 5) attributes for first
dichotomy.
• The dominance of first singular person of predicate candidate in affective articles
confirms the orientation of their text on author’s subjective views.
• The ratio of functional to content words acquired a higher score than the ratio
of open to closed word classes. Our decision to introduce this new division of
words (or word classes) was proved correct.
The group of attributes selected by CFS for second differentiation (reflective vs.
narrative style) consisted of five attributes: Dominant person and tense of predicate
candidate (Syn 7, Syn 8), Ratio of long to short words (Mor 5), Shortcut frequency
(Lex 4) and Standard deviation of section length (Str 4). The obtained results show
that:
• In narrative style the first person of predicate candidate prevails, as we expected,
since the theme of a narrative text tends to be author’s own experience.
• Past tense of predicate candidate, whose dominance we had expected in the
narrative text, occurs more frequently in reflective style. By contrast, in the
narrative text present and future tense prevail.
We witness that syntactical and structural features are very important and they
complement features based on lexical and morphological analysis.
For the third distribution (emotional vs. rational style) a group of 13 attributes
was selected by CFS. The best score was obtained by Unique lemmas count (Lex 3)
and Word count (Lex 2) attributes. The results show that:
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• Articles written in a rational style are mainly consisting of more text (more
words, unique lemmas, sentences and words in sentences). They also contain
more nouns, verbs and adjectives.
• Surprising is the low score of Standard deviation of section length (Str 4) at-
tribute, which we selected particularly for this dichotomy. It seems that the
robustness of the text, which this attribute should capture, is not unique to
either one of the categories.
Results show that syntactical and structural features do not have a significant
impact in case of recognizing emotional from rational style of blog.
Value distribution of the proposed attributes for each category in all three di-
chotomies seems to be sufficient for the purposes of classification. An important
finding is that there are attributes for each category, which largely distinguish style
from one another.
Features proposed in this work are divided into four groups according to the
linguistic analysis level they represent: lexical, morphological, syntactic and struc-
tural. We have therefore decided to conduct an experiment to verify accuracy of the
classifiers for individual groups of features.
We assumed that features based on a higher level of linguistic processing deliver
a higher accuracy of classification. We added the fifth group to the four existing
ones, which is the result of Correlation-based Feature Selection algorithm, so we were
able to evaluate the benefits of feature filtering. The results obtained by using CFS-
selected features are compared to the results, wherein all the features were included.
Table 6 summarizes the best results obtained for different groups of features.
informative reflective emotional
vs. affective vs. narrative vs. rational
Lexical attributes 0.75 0.63 0.70
Morphological attributes 0.76 0.63 0.63
Syntactic attributes 0.77 0.71 0.68
Structural attributes 0.67 0.57 0.57
All attributes 0.83 0.73 0.69
CFS-selected attributes 0.81 0.72 0.69
Table 6. Classification Accuracy. Evaluation of individual feature groups
The obtained results confirmed our assumption only for the first dichotomy,
where the accuracy grew with the increasing level of linguistic processing. An ex-
ception occurred only in the case of structural attributes. This could be due to the
relatively low number of quite general features in this group.
However, our assumption does not apply in two other cases and the increasing
level of text processing does not always increase the accuracy of classification. In the
third dichotomy we even observe the highest accuracy when applying only lexical
features.
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Groups of features acquired using CFS algorithm always reached a little lower
accuracy than the group containing all features. The proposed feature filtering did
not bring an increase in classification accuracy; all attributes seem to be valuable
for classification.
5.4 Classifier Evaluation
In order to assess classification accuracy of different classifying algorithms we con-
ducted an experiment where we compared three of them: Naive Bayes (NB; as
baseline classifier), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbours (k-
NN). We took advantage of the existing implementation of classification algorithms
in the Weka tool [10]. For Support Vector Machine algorithm we selected an imple-
mentation based on LibSVM and for k-NN algorithm the IBk implementation. The
aim of classifier evaluation is to train selected of-the-shelf classifiers and compare
their accuracy. For each classifier we employed 10-fold cross-validation.




informative vs. affective 0.80 0.83 0.82
reflective vs. narrative 0.65 0.73 0.71
emotional vs. rational 0.64 0.70 0.67
Table 7. Classifier accuracy evaluation
5.5 Comparison with a Baseline Approach
To identify the contribution of our work clearly, we compared results of our method
with the existing method closely related to our work on the same dataset. We drew
from an experiment conducted by Elgersma and Rijke, wherein five types of features
were proposed to train classifier differentiating between personal and non-personal
blogs and were considered as a baseline (term frequency, usage of pronoun, inner
and outer links and hosting domain name; cf. Related work section) [8]. In our
evaluation we did not consider domain name, which they used as the most useful
feature, because we believe that ability to classify blogs regardless of the source
is fundamental in heterogeneous blogosphere. Usage of this feature was also not
applicable in our case since all blogs in our dataset originate from the same blog
hosting service.
Our goal was to apply the baseline method on the original text in Slovak and
afterwards on text automatically translated into English (the original language the
method was devised for). To translate blog posts in the dataset, we used Google
Translate web service. We were able to translate 236 blog articles automatically.
The results are shown in Table 8.
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NB SVM k-NN
Our method 0.77 0.82 0.79
Baseline method – Slovak 0.76 0.77 0.50
Baseline method – English 0.73 0.62 0.58
Table 8. Classification accuracy. Confrontation with the baseline method [8]
The proposed method achieved the highest accuracy of 82 %. When confronted
with the baseline work on the same dataset, it outperformed the method using all
classification algorithms. An interesting result came from comparison of original
and translated blog articles. We expected that English translation of blog articles
in our dataset will perform better, since it is the language the features in [8] were
identified for. For example, after translation to English the number of pronouns
increases – this better fits classification of the approach [8]. We consider translation
quality provided by the service to be sufficient with regards to extracted features as
we do not necessarily need the “perfect” translation. We believe that the obtained
results suggest that Slovak language is more “suitable” even for work of Elgersma
and Rijke. It is due to the way how pronouns are used.
The more important result of the experiment is the knowledge that attributes
capturing linguistic features of the text (morphology, syntax, structure) can dis-
tinguish between affective and informative blogs better than statistical analysis in-
cluded in the baseline method. Our work shows that for blog writing style recogni-
tion is important to perform deeper linguistic analysis and to consider higher-level
specifics of the language family.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As the amount of user-generated content on the Web grows increasingly, it brings
multiple challenges related to the ecosystem of the whole Social Web. They range
from content level – where approaches to information processing have to deal with
specific vocabulary, language idiosyncrasies, novel short communication forms, with
emphasis on multimedia content or other specifics of social content [7] – to social
level where researchers measure popularity and influence [42], antisocial behaviour
phenomena like trolling [5] or collaborative knowledge sharing [34]. (Irrelevant)
Information overload problem is becoming more and more important, and this is-
sue covers blogosphere as well. To allow web users to take full advantage of the
Social Web, there have to be continually improved ways how to access to informa-
tion presented such way effectively. Advancements in information processing are
necessary to consider specifics introduced by social media different from traditional
web content. To be able to process user-generated content, additional knowledge or
metadata about content should be available.
Blogs constitute a web genre that attracts masses of users. In this paper we
pointed to the need of fine-grained differentiation of blogs with an aim to capture
more characteristics in more detail. We followed known and used differentiation
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between informative and affective articles and proposed an additional division of
predominant affective type of articles, which better addresses the distribution of
blog posts in current blogosphere.
We advocate utilization of comprehensive linguistic analysis for blog writing
style detection. The result of our work is a method for recognition and classification
of writing style on blogs based on the 26 features considering lexical, morphological,
syntactic and structural properties of blog content. To verify the accuracy of our
approach we performed an experiment over nontrivial big set of blog articles. We
studied the impact of individual types of features and the accuracy of individual
classification algorithms. The obtained accuracy is very promising, with a potential
of further improvement if the accuracy of feature extraction will be higher. This can
be accomplished by further improving linguistic analysers and annotators employed
in the pre-processing. Language-specific issues should be considered when dealing
with different languages to further extend the feature list.
We confronted our results with the closely related existing approach while con-
cerning blogs classification regardless of the source which is fundamental in heteroge-
neous blogosphere. The accuracy of our method was higher in all settings, confirming
our assumption that classification based on the advanced linguistic structure of the
text resulted in increased accuracy of writing style classification on blogs.
The proposed method leaves a space for further improvement especially in the
morphological and syntactic analysis. Examining the occurrence of syntactic pat-
terns could contribute to capturing the structure of the text at the sentence level.
Fine-tuning or adapting the employed features should bring benefits when applying
the method to non-inflected languages. We also plan to research feature personal-
ization for a particular author as the boundaries of each writing style may depend
on his/her education, work, social background, political orientation, etc.
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